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What I do....Create Building Block Tutorials
Video Tutorial Playlists

TIPS & TUTORIALS
Learn about library services and tools and how to quickly access online materials. Read more »

RESEARCH 101
Learn how to quickly access research materials using online resources. Read more »

DATABASE VIDEOS
Videos covering unique features and tools from subject-specific databases. Read more »

FEATURED INTERACTIVE TUTORIAL
Take a virtual tour of the USF Libraries homepage. (best if viewed with ‘fullscreen’ option)
Interactive tutorials

Research 101

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA libraries

Step 1
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Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
Embedded Video in Prezi tutorial
Zooming in to Embedded Content
Embedded Video in Prezi tutorial

Look at what Special Collections has to offer on the 4th floor....
Embedded Video

They are all over the place in girls' mystery novels and department store window displays.
Embedded Videos and Assessment

Here are some videos to help you get started:
- Basic Search
- Advanced Search

Time for a quick quiz on the USF library catalog!
Embedded Assessment

Multiple Choice
A catalog record at the USF Library does NOT contain which of the following information ...

- A) Title and Call number
- B) Physical location
- C) Checked IN/OUT Status
- D) user generated reviews
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Other examples of Tutorials with embedded content.
ENC 1101 Project 1
Bibliographic Essay

1 Background:
click below for Opposing Viewpoints and CQ researcher, two ways of learning the background of your chosen topic.
(if off-campus, login to lib.usf.edu or Blackboard using your NetID for access to these sites)

2 Analysis:
Discover scholarly articles using the Find It! tool at the USF Library website:
• Adonis Amparo,  amparo@usf.edu

• Some Tools used:
  Xtranormal, Screencast-o-matic, Final Cut editing

• Canvases:
  Prezi, Glogster, Vuvox

Examples:
http://adonisamparo.edu.glogster.com/usf-enc1101-project-1-guide/
http://prezi.com/user/adonis/